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To whom it may concern,   

It has been a privilege knowing Pascal as he has over 8 years experience and dedication 

invested in developing his unique style as an artist and story teller. As an elementary school 

teacher and more recently a professor at Seokyeong University I often use story books with 

invaluable learning experiences to expand and strengthen student’s education. It is an honor 

to recommend Pascal’s Jeju story books to be used for English teaching material. 

Over the years I have been in countless classrooms ranging from Kindergarten to University 

level. I have used various story books throughout my teaching career. Of all the story books I 

have used, Jeju Stone Boy has easily been the book in which both my students and I have 

connected with the most.  

 

I would categorize Pascal’s writing under ‘evergreen topics’ as its theme will continue to 

remain relevant and interesting for students, teachers and parents over the years.  

I believe this book is received so well by students of all ages because it introduces learners to 

a variety of genres such as mystery, adventure, fantasy, and fiction. I have not yet had one 

student who was not completely captivated by the story line which is also complimented by 

such stunning artwork.    

 I cannot begin to tell you the many ways this book has assisted me and my students as we 

pursue our educational goals. So many educational snippets can follow 10 pages, 20 pages 

or even individual pages ranging from history lessons, project based lessons, science lessons 

and creative writing.  I suggest adding a glossary/vocabulary index at the end of this book to 

assist readers to develop their creative writing skill! 

 

While I do recommend using Jeju story books to captivate the hearts of primary school 

students the most (In particular grades 4-6), I have also used this story with my university 

students as a tool to strengthen their creative writing skills. When using this story for 

younger (Kindergarten level) students I simplified the story into my own words. This is 

something that was so easy to do as Pascal’s simple grammar structures accompanied by 

pictures are easy for any teacher to adapt to a younger reader.  

 



I have had the pleasure of exposing Pascal’s creation to so many different age groups and 

students with different English ability. The first experience I had sharing this story was during 

a long intensive English summer camp. Students from all over Korea enrolled in a 10 day 

program at Korea International Jeju Campus. I had struggled all week to get students to have 

passion for their creative writing project. Finally I used Jeju Stone Boy as a tool to motivate 

my students. Prior short sentences turned into pages of writing! We even added in a science 

based project and made a volcano. I have always had the same result and passion from my 

students after reading this wonderful story! 

 

Finally while getting the approval from parents for its educational content along with 

attention to many important social lessons, this story will certainly appeal most to primary 

school students and I truly believe it will be an amazing tool for any teacher! 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions.  

Yours truly,  

 

Belinda Ann Caldwell 
Beauty Art Department 

Language/Literature 

 

 


